
TECHNICAL DATASOMNILA FLEX
indoor LED surface-mounted wall light 3000K white
version left incl. USB connection

Developed as an ideal bedside or reading light, the SOM-
NILA light series provides an innovative and user-friendly
luminaire concept. The elegant surface-mounted wall light
is made from white or black coated aluminium and im-
presses with its professionally manufactured mechanics,
combined with modern LED technology. Equipped with a
USB connection and the necessary Smartphone holder,
the luminaire provides real added value. The spotlight can
be individually directed, therefore providing ideal and ac-
curate illumination. The second light source is used for
general lighting. If necessary, the two light sources of the
luminaire, which are separated by the built-in switch, can
be switched separately. The luminaires are available in ver-
sions for left-hand and right-hand mounting so that they
can be perfectly integrated in the room. The luminaire in-
cludes built-in LED lamps.

Item no.: 1003459

Primary nominal voltage 100-240V ~50/60Hz mA/V

Secondary power / secondary
voltage

12 mA/V

Width 32.0 cm

Height 40.0 cm

Depth 26.0 cm

Net weight 1.737 kg

Gross weight 3.046 kg

Safety class I

Assembly Surface

Assembly details Wall

Wattage 3 W

Lumen 120   lm

Colour temperature 3000 Kelvin

Beam angle 110 °

Color white

CRI >90

Binning 3

LXXBXX data 70/50

Service life 36000 h

Ambient temperature 45 °C

Minimum ambient temperature -10 °C
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Maximum ambient temperature 45 °C

BIG WHITE Page 255

Recommended lamp

1001916 VALETO® LED lamp , E27,
2700-6500K, 240°, 9W

1003090 LED lamp , A60, E27, 2700K, 810lm,
270°, dimmable, frosted glass

560402 A60 RETROFIT LED , lamp, E27,
2700K, 10W, dimmable

560422 A60 RETROFIT LED , lamp, E27,
2700K, 15W, dimmable

Notes
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